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Tower Hamlets Council Forward Plan
The Council is required to publish a Forward Plan of all key decisions, which are likely to be taken by the Executive (Cabinet,
Council and Grants Panel) over the next four months. Key decisions are all those decisions, which involve major spending, or
savings or which have a significant impact on the local community. The precise definition of a key decision adopted by Tower
Hamlets is contained in Article 13.03 of the Constitution.
The Forward Plan also includes Budget and Policy Framework items. A schedule of these Budget and Policy Framework Items
with programmed dates of submission to Cabinet and Council is attached as Appendix A to this document. Budget and Policy
Framework Items are those items (listed in Article 4 of the Council’s Constitution) that require adoption by the full Council
following formal consideration by the Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
The Forward Plan is formally published on a monthly basis and contains details of the key decisions to be made Executive for
the four month period following its publication, the body making the decision, the date the decision is due to be made, who is
going to be consulted, background information and how representations can be made. In addition to the formal publication, the
Forward Plan is also updated after each meeting of the Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny Committee (if matters have been
called-in). The updated versions of the Forward Plan are available for inspection on the Tower Hamlets Council website and/or
Intranet.
This does not prevent further issues, which are not identified in the Forward Plan, from being added to the agendas of meetings
during the period. If these matters are Key Decisions they will be formally published on the Tower Hamlets website and/or
Intranet.
The most effective way for the public to make their views known about the issues listed in the Forward Plan is to examine the
consultation column of the Forward Plan, and/or contact the report author or Cabinet Lead Member as soon as possible, and no
later than 10 working days before the decision is expected to be taken.
You can also view the Council’s Consultation Calendar, which lists all the issues on which the Council and its partners are
consulting.

www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/consultation
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You can make contact by:
 Email to the address shown in the Forward Plan
 Telephoning the extension shown in the Forward Plan
 By writing to the officer at:
c/o Town Hall,
Mulberry Place,
5 Clove Crescent,
London,
E14 2BG
Date next Forward Plan Published 15th March 2011
You can also view the Forward Plan online.
www.towerhamlets.gov.uk

You can also inspect it, free of charge, at Libraries, Idea Stores, One Stop Shops and Council offices.

For any additional information or advice about the Forward Plan, contact Louise Fleming on Tel. No. 020 7364 4878 or by email
at louise.fleming@towerhamlets.gov.uk
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Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Council – 2 February 2011

KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
1

Forward
Plan No

4

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 February 2011
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
2

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

1/11

Cotall Street

Cabinet
09/02/11

Consultation with
Development Partner
/CLC/Legal

No

Councillor Rabina
Khan, Cabinet Member
for Housing
cllr.rabina.khan@tower
hamlets.gov.uk

N/A

Updated
Development/
Disposal
Proposal for
Agreement by
Cabinet

Direct meetings as part
of initial proposals
Aman Dalvi –
Corporate Director,
Development &
Renewal
aman.dalvi@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk

Ext: 4247

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
5
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

2/11

Chrisp Street
regeneration
project update

Cabinet
09/02/11

None

No

Councillor Rania Khan
– Cabinet Member for
Regeneration
cllr.rania.khan@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

Approve way
forward
Andy Algar – Service
Head Asset
Management
andy.algar@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 4511

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
6

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

3/11

Allocation of
Local
Authority
Grant to
Genesis
Housing
Group for
new
affordable
housing at
Brodlove
Lane, E1

Cabinet
09/02/11

A briefing report has
been submitted to the
Director of D&R for
discussion with the Lead
Member and the Mayor.

N/A

Councillor Rabina
Khan – Cabinet
Member for Housing
cllr.rabina.khan@tower
hamlets.gov.uk

None

Approve the
payment of
£363,000 to
Genesis
Housing
Group as
grant

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
7

The two RSLs involved,
Poplar HARCA and
Genesis Housing Group
have been consulted on
the allocation of grant
from the HCA and the
proposed Local Authority
Grant.

Jackie Odunoye –
Head of Strategy
Innovation &
Sustainability
jackie.odunoye@tower
hamlets.gov.uk
Ext: 7522
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

3/11

to support the
provision of
nine units of
affordable
housing for
rent at a site
on Brodlove
Lane, E1

Cabinet
09/02/11

Residents of the borough
have already been
consulted on the
affordable housing to be
provided, as part of the
planning process.

Authorise the
Director of
D&R to have
delegated
authority to
approve the
final details of
the grant
agreement to
be signed by
the council
and Genesis
Housing
Group

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
8

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before
decision is made and
how will this consultation
take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

4/11

Leasehold
Policy
Review

Cabinet
09/02/11

Groups consulted:
Tower Hamlets Homes
(THH) senior and
operational staff
LBTH Legal Services
Leaseholders

EQIA ToR
screening
completed and
approved by D&R
Equalities Team.
This concluded that
a full EQIA was not
required.

Councillor Rabina
Khan – Cabinet
Member for Housing
cllr.rabina.khan@tower
hamlets.gov.uk

Cabinet
Approval of
revised policy

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
9

THH / Legal Services:
consultation during the
process of the review
Leaseholders:
Opportunity given to all
Leaseholders to give
comments either in
writing or by attending
one of 3 consultation
events during December
2010.

Aman Dalvi –
Corporate Director
Development &
Renewal
aman.dalvi@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 4247

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

5/11

Blackwall Reach
Partner Selection

Cabinet
09/02/11

Consultation with local
residents/designers/T
HH/other
Directorates/HCA

N/A

Mayor Lutfur Rahman
lutfur.rahman@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

Tender
Documentati
on

Selection of
Development Partner
Decision on Activating
Re-Housing
Programme

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
10

Various local face to
face sessions with
residents
Design steering group
Project Board
involving THH – Legal
– D&R – Homes &
Communities Agency

Aman Dalvi – Corporate
Director, Development
& Renewal
aman.dalvi@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk

Ext: 4247
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

6/11

The Tower Hamlets
Green Grid

Cabinet
09/02/11

Yes

No

Councillor Rabina
Khan, Cabinet Member
for Housing
cllr.rabina.khan@tower
hamlets.gov.uk

The Green
Grid Baseline
Report is
available on
line:

Owen Whalley, Head of
Planning & Building
Control
owen.whalley@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

http://www.to
werhamlets.g
ov.uk/idoc.as
hx?docid=ba
7a0eb83b78-4c47ba4f770b60d504d
4&version=-1

To endorse the Tower
Hamlets Green Grid

The Town Centre
Spatial Strategy has
undergone
consultation with key
stakeholders and was
part of the evidence
base supporting the
Core Strategy.

There was a
EQIA undertaken
for the Core
Strategy, which
incorporated the
Town Centre
Spatial Strategy.

Ext: 5314

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
11

Forward Plan February 2011 – April 2011
Cabinet – 9 February 2011
A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
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Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
12

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be
consulted before
decision is made and
how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 February 2011
A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
10

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

7/11

Modernising
Learning
Disability Day
Opportunities

Cabinet
09/02/11

A wide consultation is
planned to find out what is
good about current day
services and what may
need to change. It will be
completed in three stages:

Yes

Cabinet Member to
be appointed

N/A

To consider
proposals and
agree
commissioning
intentions for
modernising
learning disability
day opportunities
in Tower
Hamlets.

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
13

1st November 2010

Helen Taylor –
Acting Corporate
Director of Adult
Health & Wellbeing
helen.taylor@tower
hamlets.gov.uk
Ext: 2204

11

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of decision
sought

7/11

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

The Third Sector consultation has
already taken place
with the third sector
as part of the third
sector review. This
will be expanded on
through additional
consultation with
providers at the LD
Provider forum;
People who attend
day services (service
users and their
carers); and
Young people with
learning disabilities
due to leave school
over the next few
years (service users
and their carers).

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

14

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

12

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of decision
sought

7/11

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

15

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Questionnaire (with
feedback session),
facilitated group
sessions, workshops,
reports, meetings,
provider forums and
letters/newsletters.

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

13Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of decision
sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

8/11

Transforming Adult
Social Care and
Market Development

Cabinet
09/02/11

People who use
services, and service
provider
organisations

No

Cabinet Member to be
appointed

This item is mainly for
information to update
the Cabinet with the
progress that is being
made on the
ambitious TASC
programme.
To note the direction
of travel in
commissioning in
Adults Health and
Wellbeing, and on this
basis to agree the
timescales for a
number of recommissioning
programmes.

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

16

With existing service
providers – through a
number of providers
forums and our
personalisation
network. With
service users –
through an overall
programme of
consultation and
engagement
including a reference
group and customer
satisfaction survey

The TASC
programme will
need an EqIA to
be carried out,
each element of
the programme is
completing a
screening
document and a
wider Strategic
Level EqIA is
planned

Helen Taylor – Acting
Corporate Director of
Adult Health & Wellbeing
helen.taylor@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 2204

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 February 2011

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period
14

Forwar
d Plan
No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
17

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 February 2011

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period
15

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

9/11

Housing
Revenue
Account
Budget Report
– 2011/12

Cabinet
09/02/11

Head of Corporate
Finance
Head of Legal &
Democratic Services

No

Councillor Rabina Khan
– Cabinet Member for
Housing
cllr.rabina.khan@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

Draft HRA
General
Subsidy
Determination
s 2011/12 –
DCLG
website
Medium Term
Financial
Strategy –

Consider
update on rents
2011/12
Approve the
Tower Hamlets
Homes
Management
Fee 2011/12

E-mail
Paul Leeson – Finance
Resources Manager
paul.leeson@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 4995

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
18

16

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

9/11

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
19

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?
Medium Term
Financial
Strategy file
Budget
Working
Papers –
Budget
Working
Papers file
2011/12

17

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

10/11

CSF Fees and
Charges
2011/12

Cabinet
09/02/11

None

Test of relevance
will be done to
determine whether
this is appropriate.

Councillor Oliur Rahman
– Cabinet Member for
Children’s Services
cllr.oliur.rahman@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

None

To decide
levels of fees
and charges for
a range of
Children
Schools and
Families
services
provided
directly to the
public.

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
20

David Tully, Interim Head
of CSF Finance
david.tully@towerhamlet
s.gov.uk
Ext: 4960

18

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

11/11

Dedicated
Schools Grant
2011/12

Cabinet
09/02/11

Initial discussion with
Schools Forum on the
potential level of the
Dedicated Schools Grant
for 2011/12 and the
issues arising from that.
Officers have also had
discussions with each of
the sector consultative
groups of headteachers
during November 2011 to
explain the likely financial
situation and seeking
their views.

No

Councillor Oliur Rahman
– Cabinet Member for
Children’s Services
cllr.oliur.rahman@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

Budget report
to Schools
Forum in
November
2010 and
announcemen
ts by
Department
for Education
on the
Schools
Funding
Settlement
(expected
December
2010).

To endorse the
approach to
setting the
Schools Budget
for 2011/12,
such that
officers can
take proposals
to Schools
Forum for
consideration
and final
decisions can
be reflected in
the Council’s
budget setting
for 2011/12.

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
21

David Tully, Interim Head
of CSF Finance
david.tully@towerhamlet
s.gov.uk
Ext: 4960

19

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

12/11

Proposed
Asset Strategy

Cabinet
09/02/11

Partners will be
consulted (e.g. Police,
PCT)

No

Cabinet Member to be
appointed

Approval of
asset strategy
Draft to be sent to
partners.

Andy Algar – Service
Head Asset Management
andy.algar@towerhamlet
s.gov.uk
Ext: 4511

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
22

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

20

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

All Directorates
participate in the financial
planning process and are
involved in the
consultation process

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury, Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhury@to
werhamlets.gov.uk

The consultation will take
place in accordance with
the Budget and Policy
Framework and via
discussion at regular
forums including CMT,
DMT, FSG, LAB SARP
and Overview and
Scrutiny Committee

Files held by
Directorates
and by
Corporate
Finance (4th
Floor,
Mulberry
Place)

Alan Finch – Service
Head, Finance
alan.finch@towerhamlets
.gov.uk

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

13/11

2011/12
General Fund
Revenue
Budget and
Medium Term
Financial Plan

Cabinet
09/02/11

To agree draft
budget for
referral to
Council

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Ext: 4915

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
23

21

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

14/11

2011/12 –
2013/14
Capital
Programme

Council
09/02/11

Individual capital bids are
made following
consultations carried out
within directorates

To agree draft
budget for
referral t
Council

The consultation will take
place in accordance with
the Budget and Policy
Framework and via
discussion at regular
forums including DMT
and FSG

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury, Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhury@to
werhamlets.gov.uk

Directorate
submissions
and bids

Alan Finch – Service
Head, Finance
alan.finch@towerhamlets
.gov.uk
Ext: 4915

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
24

22

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

15/11

CLC Fees and
Charges
Review
2011/12

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

No

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury, Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhury@to
werhamlets.gov.uk

Luke Cully – Finance
Manager
luke.cully@towerhamlets
.gov.uk
Ext: 5221

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
25

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

23

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

16/11

Service
Reorganisatio
n

Cabinet
09/02/11

None. If Cabinet agree to
proceed, stakeholder
engagement will take
place prior to the
submission of a further
Cabinet report.

No

Mayor Lutfur Rahman
lutfur.rahman@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

None

To agree
commencement
of stakeholder
engagement

Kevan Collins, Chief
Executive
kevan.Collins@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

Ext: 4983

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
26

24

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

17/11

Olympic Host
Boroughs –
Review of
Governance
Arrangements

Cabinet
09/02/11

The agreement to the
principle of including
LBBD as a sixth Host
Borough has been
discussed and agreed a
the Leaders and Mayors
meeting (established
under the Inter Authority
Agreement).

No

Mayor Lutfur Rahman
lutfur.rahman@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

None

To approve the
disestablishmen
t of the existing
Joint
Committee of
the five Host
Boroughs for
the 2012
Olympic and
Paralympic
Games,

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
27

David Galpin, Head of
Legal Services
(Community)
david.galpin@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 4348

25

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

17/11

and the
establishment
of a new Joint
Committee of
six Host
Boroughs, to
incorporate the
London
Borough of
Barking and
Dagenham

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
28

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

26

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

18/11

Treasury
Management,
Investment
Strategy and
Prudential
Indicator
Report

Cabinet
09/02/11

To agree draft
budget for
referral to
Council

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

N/A

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury, Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhury@to
werhamlets.gov.uk

Capital
Programme
2011/12

Alan Finch, Service
Head, Finance
Aalan.finch@towerhamle
ts.gov.uk
Ext: 4915

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
29

Treasury
Estimates
2011/12
economic
indicators as
provided by
treasury
consultancy
service.
Directorate
information
including
projected
Council tax
base and
Housing
subsidy/Housi
ng stock level
projections,
Revenue
Budget
2012/12

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Council – 2 March 2011

KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period
27

Forward
Plan No

30

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 March 2011
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
28

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents
or other
information
will be
available?

19/11

Ocean Estate
Regeneration

Cabinet
09/03/11

Consultation with
Development Partner –
Ocean Regeneration Trust
(ORT)

No

Councillor Rania Khan
– Cabinet Member for
Regeneration
cllr.rania.khan@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

N/A

Appropriation of
residual freeholds;
Future Block H;
Progress Report [note
only]

Direct meetings as part of
contract finalisation

Aman Dalvi – Corporate
Director, Development
& Renewal
aman.dalvi@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk

Ext: 4247

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
31

29

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

20/11

Disposal of 63a
Sewardstone Road The Stables

Cabinet
09/03/11

Capital Programme
Board – via Reports
and meetings

No

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury – Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhhury@
towerhamlets.gov.uk

February
2009 Cabinet
Asset
Management
Paper
Reports from
the CPS
Values

Asset Management
Board – via Reports
and Meetings
To agree the disposal
and to delegate the
final decision on
disposal to the DR
Corporate Director

Jackie Odunoye – Head
of Strategy Innovation &
Sustainability
jackie.odunoye@towerh
amlets.gov.uk
Ext: 7522

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
32

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 March 2011
A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
30

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

21/11

Proposed
community
centre –
Bishop
Challoner
School

Cabinet
09/03/11

Consultation with
governors and
Westminster Diocese

No

Councillor Oliur Rahman –
Cabinet Member for
Children’s Services
cllr.oliur.rahman@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

Meetings, in writing
Decision on
proposed lease
to be taken and
adoption of
capital estimate

Pat Watson, Children,
Schools & Families
pat.watson@towerhamlets.
gov.uk
Ext: 4328

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
33

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

31

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

22/11

Determining
the Council’s
School
Admissions
Arrangements
for 2012/13:
Report on the
outcome of the
Consultation
Exercise

Cabinet
09/03/11

Consultation has taken
place with parents,
schools (headteachers
and governing bodies),
community
organisations and
neighbouring Las.

No

Councillor Oliur Rahman –
Cabinet Member for
Children’s Services
cllr.oliur.rahman@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

DFE (DCSF)
Statutory
Guidance
School
Admissions
Code
February
2010,
www.dcsf.gov.
uk/sacode

This paper
reports on the
outcome of the
Council’s
consultation on
the admissions
arrangements to
community and.

East End Life
Newspaper, Tower
Hamlets Website, Via
the School Forum,
Tower Hamlets
Parents Panel. Direct
correspondence with
schools, governing
bodies, community
organisations and
neighbouring LAs.

Terry Bryan Head of Pupil
Admissions and
Exclusions (Children,
Schools and Families)
terry.bryan@towerhamlets.
gov.uk
Ext: 4304
Kate Bingham – Acting
Service Head Resources
kate.bingham@towerhaml
ets.gov.uk
Ext: 4811

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
34

Council’s
Template
Schemes for
Co-ordinated
School
Admissions

32

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

22/11

voluntary
controlled
nursery, primary
and secondary
schools in
Tower Hamlets
for 2012/13
Cabinet is asked
to approve the
recommendation
s in this report

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
35

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 March 2011
A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
33

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment
been carried
out and if so
the result of
this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

23/11

Supporting
People Strategy
2010-15

Cabinet
09/03/11

* Note: Directorate
Consultation Team has
been involved in helping
plan consultation
activities

Yes

Cabinet Member to be
appointed

Hostels
Modernisation
Report –
Cabinet 8th
September

Agreement on
the future
direction of
supporting
people services
to ensure that
staff and

Supporting People
Advisory Panel (service
users)
Service providers

1 August 2010

Helen Taylor – Acting
Corporate Director of Adult
Health & Wellbeing
helen.taylor@towerhamlets
.gov.uk
Ext: 2204

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

36

34

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

23/11

buildings respond
to the changing
requirements of
vulnerable people
across the
borough and are
used in the best
way, based on
what people
need, when they
need it.

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Consultation with service
users from BME
communities
Consultation with service
user who have a learning
disability

* Have met with
Head of Scrutiny and
Equalities to discuss
and directorate
equalities lead is
involved in helping
to complete the
EQIA

Supporting People
Steering Group (D&R,
London Probation Board,
Homelessness Team and
Finance representatives)
Consultation with Children
and Families Directorate

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
37

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

35

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

23/11

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

CMT
LAB
THINk
Health partners
Questionnaire (with
feedback session),
facilitated group sessions,
workshops, reports,
meetings, provider forums
and letters/newsletters.

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
38

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

36

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

24/11

Changes to the
Taxicard
Scheme

Cabinet
09/03/11

The current Taxicard
Scheme is organised on a
London wide basis by the
London Councils and TfL.

No

Councillor Ohid
Ahmed, Deputy
Mayor
cllr.ohid.ahmed@to
werhamlets.gov.uk

Report and
Technical
Appendices.

Decisions are
needed as to
whether LB
Tower Hamlets
wishes to
increase specific
related charges
to those residents
who benefit from
this scheme and
also whether the
Council wishes to
change specific
qualifying criteria.

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
39

Bryan Jones
Service Head
Environmental
Control
bryan.jones@tower
hamlets.gov.uk
Ext: 6562

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 March 2011
A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
37

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY

40

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 9 March 2011

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
38

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
41

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 6 April 2010
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
39

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
42

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What
supporting
documents
or other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 6 April 2011
A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
40

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

25/11

Working
Neighbourhood
s Fund
Closedown
Report

Cabinet
06/04/11

N/A

No

Councillor Rania
Khan – Cabinet
Member for
Regeneration
clllr.rania.khan@towe
rhamlets.gov.uk

To note the
outcome of the
WNF
Programme

Abid Hussain – Third
Sector & External
Funding Manager
abid.hussain@towerh
amlets.gov.uk
Ext: 4041

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
43

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

41

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

26/11

Employment
Strategy

Cabinet
06/04/11

+

Approval

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What supporting
documents or
other information
will be available?

Councillor Rania
Khan – Cabinet
Member for
Regeneration
clllr.rania.khan@towe
rhamlets.gov.uk

Employment and
Enterprise
Strategies

Nick Smales –
Service Head – 2012
Olympic Paralympic
Games
nick.smales@towerh
amlets.gov.uk

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
44

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 6 April 2011
A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
42

Forwar
d Plan
No

Title of Report
and outline of decision
sought

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

45

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be
consulted before
decision is made
and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment
been carried
out and if so the
result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 6 April 2011
A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
43

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY

46

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted before
decision is made and how
will this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment
been carried out
and if so the
result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional
information.

What
supporting
documents
or other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 6 April 2011

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
44

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be
consulted before
decision is made
and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What supporting
documents or other
information will be
available?

27/11

Contracting
Programme

Cabinet
06/04/11

CMT,
Directorates

No

Councillor Alibor
Choudhury – Cabinet
Member for Resources
cllr.alibor.choudhhury@t
owerhamlets.gov.uk

All relevant
information will be
contained within the
Cabinet report

To note and
agree the
proposed
forward plan of
contracts,
identify those
contracts on
which further
reports will be
required, and
receive an
update on
procurement
developments.

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
47

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Council – 13 April 2011

KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
45

Forward
Plan No

48

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 11 May 2011
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
46

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE
49

Decision
making Body
and date that
decision will be
made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 11 May 2011
A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
47

Forwar
d Plan
No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

28/11

Enterprise
Strategy

Cabinet
11/05/11

Who will be consulted
before decision is made
and how will this
consultation take place?

Has an
Equality Impact
Assessment
been carried
out and if so
the result of
this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or
additional information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information
will be
available?

Councillor Rania Khan
– Cabinet Member for
Regeneration
clllr.rania.khan@tower
hamlets.gov.uk

Employment
and Enterprise
Strategies

Approval

Nick Smales – Service
Head – 2012 Olympic
Paralympic Games
nick.smales@towerha
mlets.gov.uk

A PROSPEROUS COMMUNITY
50

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 11 May 2011
A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
48

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of decision
sought

A SAFE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

51

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will
this consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact
Assessment been
carried out and if
so the result of
this Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 11 May 2011
A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
49

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY

52

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be
consulted before
decision is made
and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out
and if so the result
of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What supporting
documents or other
information will be
available?

Forward Plan February 2011 – May 2011
Cabinet – 11 May 2011

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
KEY: 1/ For Decision
2/ Decision made (subject to call-in process)
3/ Item called–in 4/ Decision confirmed (post call-in period)
50

Forward
Plan No

Title of Report
and outline of
decision sought

ONE TOWER HAMLETS
53

Decision making
Body and date
that decision will
be made.

Who will be consulted
before decision is
made and how will this
consultation take
place?

Has an Equality
Impact Assessment
been carried out and
if so the result of this
Assessment?

Contact details for
comments or additional
information.

What
supporting
documents or
other
information will
be available?

